
DID YOU
KNOW?

A recent survey showed two
thirds of people use the same
three passwords across up to 50
different services and accounts. 

Street names, pet names, and
memorable dates make for the
most popular choices. These,     
 however, make terrible
passwords. As they are easy for
automated hacking software to
figure out using something called
brute force hacking. This is
where the computer tries
thousands of  different
passwords until it finds the right
one.

The answer is a 
password manager. 
It will generate a 
random string
of characters for 
your password, 
then remember it
for you, and      
automatically fill it 
in when you login.

Do you often find yourself 
 performing the same actions 
over and over again?

Perhaps they’re important tasks
that need to be done on a regular
basis. But, ugh, they’re so tedious.

Think of the time you could save
if you didn’t have to do them.
And the collective time your team
would save if they didn’t have to
do repeat tasks.

Removing boring repetitive
tasks is great for morale – both
yours and your staff. So why
not automate as many of these
actions as you can?

When you look at task lists with
an attitude of “remove it by
automating it”, you’ll spot loads of

What repeat tasks
could you automate?
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repeat jobs you never need to do
again.

Tasks in payroll; parts of your HR;
customer support; management –
and even your marketing.

There are hundreds of tools
available that will integrate with
your current apps and systems.
Like Teams, Outlook, and your
CRM. They’ll speed things up and
save you time and effort.

Want to see how automation
could help your business? Talk
to us. We can suggest the apps
and tools to use with your
current systems, to  automate
more, faster.
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QUESTION
I’ve noticed a new 
 administrator on my 
network, but don’t know

who it is.

 ANSWER
If you’ve checked around the
business and no-one has
created the new        
administrator account, speak

to your IT support partner,
immediately. This may be a
sign that you have an         
 intruder in your network,
waiting to launch an attack.

 

 Do you currently have an IT support company?
 How happy are you with them?
 If the answer isn’t “I’m so delighted, they’ll be named in my will”, 

Let's talk on a video call
 

Three questions for you:

1.
2.
3.

  let’s jump on a video call.

The events of the last 18 months have taught businesses just how important it is to get proactive,
responsive IT support. 

We’re now taking on new clients

QUESTION
A really important              

 document has disappeared

from my network. Can I get

it back?

 

ANSWER

Hopefully you have a working

daily or continuous back-up in

place? If so, it’s simply a case

of retrieving a copy of your

document. If you don’t have a

back-up then it may be        

 trickier. First, you may want to

establish how the file has       

disappeared. A good IT   

 support partner should be

able to guide you through this

(also, get them to sort out

your back-up).

QUESTION
Teams notifications aredistracting me from mywork, can I stop them? 

 

ANSWER

Yep, just turn them off! Youcan set your status to Do NotDisturb, which will stopanything bothering you.Alternatively, you can nowmake yourself invisible, byappearing offline when you really want to get your headdown and work.

IF YOUR IT SUPPORT
COMPANY IS ALWAYS FIXING

YOUR TECHNOLOGY 
IT'S TIME TO SWITCH

 Set up a 15 minute exploratory video call at 
www.safemodeIT.com/bookme

Visit
www.safemodeIT.com/bookme
right now

How would you feel if you knew
that many of the technology
problems you’ve suffered recently
could have been avoided entirely? If
your current IT support company
had a more proactive approach to
technology?

Back in the day, purely reactive support was
popular. It was the way tech support did
things: A problem happened, so we fixed it.

But in recent years things have changed,
for the better. Businesses are realizing
that fewer unplanned calls to an IT
helpdesk is a very good thing.

You need a proactive partner who’s
working away in the background to
monitor, maintain and update your
entire network.

We call this Proactive Problem
Prevention.

The benefits go beyond saving time and
money. Stopping things from going
wrong can also increase your team’s
motivation, improve your security, and
help with future planning and budgeting.

Do you know how proactive your current
IT support really is? Take our proactive
strength test to find out.
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